
DJ Intense 

(Performing at Crash An Indian Wedding) 

INTENSE (Aneil Kainth) was born and raised in Surrey, BC and has rocked the North American 

DJ circuit for over a decade. Already remixing songs at the age of 13 to amazing local response, 

Intense took full advantage of social media networks to bring his work to broader audiences. It 

was only a matter of time before this young talent became known as one of Canada’s most 

renowned live DJs, with several mixtapes released to bombastic feedback from the partying 

public.  

By 18, Intense had cut his teeth DJing with acts spanning Manak-E to Jassi Sidhu to 112, 

leaving him nowhere to go but up. Using his knowledge of rhythm and his background as a 

dholi, he began honing his skills as a beat maker, crafting hip-hop beats and fusing them with 

his Desi remixes. A local singer, Gurteshwar Grewal instantly recognized Intense’s skills, and 

the two collaborated on Gurteshwar's first single "Dil Dangdi," a track that received just as great 

a response in the UK as it did in North America. Intense continued producing several records for 

artists both local and abroad such as "Tu Kaildee" by GS Hundal and "Desi Jatt Punjabi" by 

Kuldeep Toor.  

Confident that he could be just as successful on his own, he released the hit albums “More 

Than Just A DJ” (2012), “SophistaFolk” (2013), and his most recent joint effort with GS Hundal 

“GQ Lifestyle Volume 1,” featuring tracks such as “Launian Pehndian,” “Nachne Nu Kare,” “Miss 

Kardi,” “Diamond Koka,” and many others.  

After the success of his independent projects, Intense turned his eye to India, where he 

solidified his name on an international level, being involved with major artists such as Mika 

Singh, Sunny Leone, Diljit Dosanjh, Guru Randhawa, Arjun, Jasmine Sandlas, and A-Kay to 

name a few. With his name now firmly entrenched in the bhangra and Bollywood music industry, 

we are extremely excited for the amazing new music and cutting-edge productions we can 

expect from the one, the only, INTENSE. 

Social Media: 

https://www.facebook.com/thisizintense/ 

https://www.instagram.com/thisizintense/ 

https://twitter.com/thisizintense 

https://soundcloud.com/intensemusicgroup 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_CJ4lJ12Us (Paani Wala Dance) 
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